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Andrew Wyeth, who created so many breathtaking landscape paintings said,
"I prefer winter and fall, when you feel the bone structure of the landscape the loneliness of it, the dead feeling of winter. Something waits beneath it, the
whole story doesn't show."
Andrew Wythe “November First” 1950

His work teaches us that there is much more before us as we just look to see the
whole story.
For those who look, there is a whole story to be found along the November trails
in the Southlake Cove Wildlife Area (SCWA). There are meadows that are totally
filled with Fluttermill, a valuable seed crop for so many birds.

Fluttermill Seed Head

Each little seed “cup” is filled with an abundance of seeds. On one of our
November nature walks, we poured one “cup” into a hand. Here are the seeds
from one single “cup”.

Along the trails there are whole meadows of Fluttermill.

The abundance of Boneset was everywhere this year. Here a whole area was
covered with the plant and now it is a virtual seed factory.

Along the creeks and lake shores plants of the Polygonum family, Smartweeds,
are beginning to reestablish. Their presence provides new seeds so valuable to
the maintenance of ducks and shore birds in the area.
Mudflat Shoreline

Pink Smartweed Persicaria bicornis 11-21-2008

Common Smartweed Polygonum pensylvanicum 11-21-2008

In the transition zones, the sedges are returning which provide both food and
shelter for wintering sparrows.
Sedge Cyperus polystschyos 11-23-2008

One plant in the transition zone that is in larger numbers than in most years is
Barnweed Grass, which is loaded with seed.
Barnyard Grass Echinochloa crus-gali 11-17-2008

Transition Zone between mudflats and tree line

In the vestigial areas, there remain large patches of Little Bluestem that buffer
“civilization” from the natural area. Though it produces seeds in abundance, its
value lies in its provision of protection areas for many birds and wintering insects
that helps keep the natural cycle in motion.

Essential for the ecosystem is diversity in ecotones. Here the ecotone is a
transition from grasses to protective shrubs and trees. It is here we find the
majority of birds because it is also where we find the greatest diversity of flora
and winter protection. Many hawks will search areas like this because of the
abundance of their prey requirements.

Another example of this transition zone is where Yaupon copses exist. This year,
there is a very large abundance of Yaupon, both Ilex vomitorius and Ilex
deciduous. These stands will feed many species of birds all winter.

The Flame-leaf Sumac is our first real color of the woods and it leads us into the
colors of November.

Late November gives us one last opportunity to see the food treasure of
Persimmons. Many animals will now have to find other food supplies to carry
them through the winter.

One animal that enjoys the tart sweetness of the ripe persimmon is the Gray Fox
that is common to the area but is decreasing with development.
Gray Fox taking a break (photo courtesy of John Wenzel)

I am sure I irritate some on our walks when I shush them for a minute to listen to
the Cottonwoods. In November not only are they a beautiful orange-yellow but
the leaves also make a sound resembling a rushing stream in the cool breezes. If
you close your eyes and listen carefully, you can identify the “music” of individual
trees. Their falling leaves will create detritus on the woodland floor that will
literally be the incubator for organisms that will emerge next spring.
Cottonwood “Music”

With just a little rain, the forest floor comes to life as the falling leaves provide
food for fungi that turn the leaves back into soil and nutrients for next year’s
plants. Here are just a few from the rain we had in mid-November.

Panaeolus foenisecii 11-13-2008

Rusulla (nitida) 11-13-2008

Stinkhorn Mutinus caninus 11-2-2008

Even the dead pieces of standing trees are already being recycled in their role of a
decomposer.
Bracket Fungi Loeoporus adustus 11-23-2008

On the hike along Quail Creek, the group found this beautiful patch of brilliant
green moss. It is very beneficial in the cycle of life. It literally dissolves the rock
over many years. The end product will be new soil materials.

November has its own collection of plants that are just as colorful as spring but
often overlooked.
One, Juniper-leaf, is just about everywhere on all trails. In the summer it was
rather innocuous with its tiny four-petaled white flowers. Its real beauty comes in
November when its leaves change from green to a beautiful russet color.
Juniper-leaf Polyprenum procumbens

The moist sand along the shore line is the perfect starter for some of the
flowering plants that will bloom even after freezing nights.
Winged water weed Ludwigia decurrens

The Storks Bill will bloom all winter on warmer days.
Storks Bill Erodium texanum

A plant I enjoy each year is the Heliotrope that is in the Borage family. In Spanish
it is called Cola de Mico or Monkey’s Tail. The flower uncurls like a monkey’s tail.
It can be found in numbers on the shores of Meadowmere Park.
Seaside Heliotrope Heliotropium curassavicum

For most of the month, few dragonflies flew over the ponds. In the woods, the
story was different. The Blue-faced Meadowhawk had a population explosion
near the beginning of the month and could be found on all trails. Their flight is not
powerful like most dragonflies. Instead, their flight is like that of the Craneflies.
Blue-faced Meadohawk

Dean Campbell reported a similar population explosion of the Variegated
meadowhawk in Colleyville. We did find them in the SCWA but did not see a
similar population explosion.
Variegated meadowhawk (photo courtesy of Dean Campbell)

Each fall we begin to see “daddy-long-legs” along the trails in places where we
normally do not expect them. The proper name is Harvestman. Although
harvestmen are somewhat spider-like in appearance, they aren't true spiders.
They don't possess silk glands, produce no webs, and are non-venomous. In
our part of the country, they find a safe spot under leaves where they will lay
eggs to hatch next spring. Many will over winter if conditions are good.
The Harvestman will shed its legs, as this picture shows, readily at the threat
of danger—the perfect escape mechanism for prey that is slow to move out of
danger. Also, they prefer to eat dead insects or very small live insects. As a
result they are harmless and beneficial.

Harvestman (Phalangium opilio) (missing three legs)

Also using the leaf litter for winter protection are the Paper Wasps. The old
queens, workers, and larvae in the nest all die in cold weather. Only fertilized
queens overwinter under the leaves. It is not uncommon to see these wasps
crawling over the grasses as they look for a protective area.
Paper Wasp in Sedge

Brown Paper Wasp

Grasshopper are very much like birds in that we get a new cast of characters each
season of the year. We tend to think of them only as summer insects. In reality,
they form a major food supply for many birds year round. The more we have in
winter, the better the food support system is for our winter birds. In the fall we
get some strange looking ones.
Green-striped Grasshopper Chortophaga species

Autum Yellow-winged Grasshopper

As cool weather arrives, we begin to see Wooly Bears. As a child we were always
told that when we saw a large number of them that the winter would be cold. I
am not sure of that correlation but it does make you more aware of them. They,
too, find protective locations under leaves to over winter. Next spring they will
emerge as the large white moth with black spots.
Giant Leopard Moth- Hypercompe scribonia

Many butterflies just do not die off and rely on eggs to hatch next spring. The
Question Mark prefers to hibernate through the winter under loose bark on trees
or logs. Many of the butterflies we see in November are in this category.
Question Mark Butterfly

Red Banded Hairstreak

Buckeye (will overwinter as pupae)

The Least Sulphur was still abundant all month after its population explosion last
month.

Sometimes we only see signs of preparation for winter. Here a Beaver had almost
toppled a very large Black Willow. This tree has a diameter of almost two feet.
Some say, “It’s so bad that the beavers are cutting down such nice trees”. The fact
is that if Beaver do not cull out the Black Willows, they will soon push out better

trees and take over the landscape along the riparian environments. A tree like this
can provide a large cache of food for the Beaver family all winter.
Beaver cut on Black Willow South Walnut Trail along Kirkwood Creek

It is difficult to study birds without becoming involved in various aspects of
natural history. November is special for celestial viewing. It is our road sign to the
changing seasons. A number of our members took two evenings to observe some
of the celestial objects including the Ring Nebula, the Andromeda galaxy, Jupiter,
the Blue Snowball planetary nebula, globular clusters, and binary systems. All of
these beautiful objects are just a prelude to what is to come in the winter skies.
Here are some pictures of the group.

There is always a waiting line!

I hope this portion of the November Journal carries across the idea that there is
so much before us as we walk along the trails of the SCWA. All of it is part of a
larger system that is more mechanically precise than the finest clock. As you walk
the trails, I hope you will look for more of the workings of this beautiful
ecosystem. As Andrew Wythe said, “Something waits beneath it, the whole
story doesn't show."
Enjoy,

Ray l. Chancellor

(CONTINUED IN PART II)

Please be reminded that I and all of the people contributing pictures to the Southlake Cove Ecosystem
Journal do so as a courtesy and as an educational tool for the Southlake Ornithological Society. The
photos remain the property of the individual and are copyrighted by the individual owners. Please do not
use photos without the permission of the owners.

